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Clues

1 This creature walks sideways down the beach (4)

2 collective name for feathered animals most of which fly (5)

3 The scariest type of creature in the oceans (5)

4 This creature hops around down under (8)

5 cute and loves the water often swim on their backs and eat fish (5)

6 North American grey fur with a white face and black around it's eyes (7)

7 A birds home (4)

8 Can live both in and out of water and has been known to make a great ninja (6)

9 You can tell where it's from by the size of its ears (8)

10 Large cat with orange and black stripes

11 Santa's animals of choice for delivering presents around the world (8)

12 Large grey animal with a horn on its nose short form of name (5)

13 This bird is a real wise head turner (3)

14 This tree climbing cat may never change its spots (7)

15 Friendly ocean dweller can swim very fast and can jump out of the water (7)

Snakeword puzzles  are word puzzles where  the answers change direction. 
Each answer has a start and end square shown by the numbers on those squares.  

Answers must reach the square with the next number. 

Every time you place a letter which is a vowel (A,E,I,O,U) you must change direction by 90 °.  

This is what causes the words to snake around! 

If a word is wrong then it may conflict with other words in the puzzle or leave you with the wrong letter at the end of the w ord. 

The last letter of each word forms the first letter of the next word and so a long snake of interconnected words is created.  

An arrow on each numbered square shows the direction to take at the start of each word.  

Words can cross or overlap where they share a common letter or letters.  

If the answer is more than one word they are joined together. e.g. POLARBEAR 


